The Visual Arts in What Art Is
By Joan Mitchell Blumenthal
As the twentieth century progressed , those who believed that its art could not becom e more perverse o r selfdefeating w ere proved wrong by e very charlata n or mad man wh o claimed to be mak ing or respond ing to art. If
anything could be a remedy for the current tragic state of the arts, it would be the probing, insightful, and
emine ntly read able ana lysis of the p roblem present ed by L ouis To rres and Miche lle Mard er Kam hi.
Understanding that the advancing demise of the arts stems from a vacuum in the philosophical, creative, and
critical spheres, the authors begin with a study of esthetic theory, looking into the question of what art has been
considered to be historically, and how the task of defining art has been progressively abandoned in this century.
At every step, they have been careful to elucidate the opinions of those thinkers whose work has merit, along
with an a dequ ate sam pling of th ose wh ose thou ghts are sh own to b e clearly incorre ct and c ontrad ictory.
Definin g Wh at Art Is
They orient much of their discussion around the definition and theories of Ayn Rand, not because she left an exhaustive
study of the arts, nor even one that is faultless and totally consistent, but because her definition and many of her explanations are
philosophically and psychologically fundamental, and can be extended—as the authors do throughout the book— to further
illuminate the nature and spiritual function of art.
After d iscussing the natu re of de finitions in g eneral, T orres an d Kam hi subjec t Rand ’s definition , “‘ Art is
the selective re-creation of reality according to an artist’s metaphysical value judgments’” (26), to detailed
scrutiny (chap ter 6). They ex plain that Rand ’s definition does n ot contain a statem ent of the pur pose of art,
because art is distinct from other man-made objects in that it performs an exclusively psychological or psychoepistem ological fu nction (1 05). The authors quote R and on this point:
“Man’s profound need of art lies in the fact that his cognitive faculty is conceptual, i.e., that he acquires [and retains]
knowledge by means of abstractions, and needs the power to bring his widest metaphysical abstractions into his
immediate perceptual awareness. Art fulfills this need: by means of selective re-creation, it concretizes man’s
fundamental view of himself and of existence” (60).
Whate ver the v ariety of p urpose s individ ual artists m ay have , that, says R and, is the ultimate purpos e of art.
Torres and Kamhi test the definition and find that it satisfies the objective criteria required for a proper
definition: it possesses a valid genus and differentia. The genus conveys information about the larger class to which
art works belong, subsuming a variety of man-made objects and activities, including many that are not works of
art, such as model ships, celebrity impersonations, and, especially relevant for the visual arts, illustrations. The
differentia consists of the creator’s “metaphysical value judgments,” those basic values that the individual
considers most important in life. The definition is broad: it includes all instances that could reasonably be called
art and excludes only those w orks whose status as art is disputed. The definition is essential: it identifies a
fundamen tal attribute of all authentic art and allows for the creative diversity we see throughou t the long history
of art before the modernist movement. But is it a circular definition, defining “art” in terms of “artists?” Torres
and Kamhi say it is not: one could substitute “maker” for “artist” without materially changing the meaning
(106).
The authors point out that the genus of Rand’s definition, “the selective re-creation of reality,” is not similar
to Plato’s derogatory notion of art as “slavish imitation,” but is similar to Aristotle’s concept of “mimesis
(imitation),” which is “selective” and “transform ing,” such that “‘the likeness prod uced co nveys throu gh its
particular appearance a more general (universal) significance’” (28). Rand’s example of the psychoepistemological procedure of artistic creation appears in her discussion of the process involved in creating
Sinclair Lewis’s fictional, eponymous charac ter, Babbit (28). Such a process would, perh aps, be grasped more
easily in an example from the visual arts—where a subject is materially recreated—but Rand’s understanding of
the specific methods of the other arts was limited as it was not in the case of literature. It is natural that she
would choose to illustrate th e proce ss in the field she kne w best.
Applying the Definition
As the investigation continues, and the full import of Rand’s definition becomes clear, Torres and Kamhi
use it as the standar d agains t which to measu re artistic c reations a nd esthe tic criticism . They sh ow how it
applies to all the fine ar ts and explain w hy it applies only to th e fine arts: they rule out photography (chapter 9),
architecture (chapter 10), arts and crafts (chapter 11), and other utilitarian objects.
Concerning the visual arts, Rand’s theory, briefly stated, is that conceptual meaning is projected through the

integration of perceptible forms. In paintings, drawings, and prints, it is the creation of a unified image on a
two-dimensional surface that allows us to apprehend meaning; in sculpture, it is the re-creation of reality by
means of three-dimensional form that embodies the ideational content (53–54, 66). The authors mention
Rand’s occasional confusion of subject with content in the visual arts—seen, for example, in the case of her
criticism of Vermeer (53)—but they use Rand’s definition at every step, particularly to make it clear that if no
entities are re-crea ted, no m eaning is p ossible. Th is rules ou t any pain ting or scu lpture co ntaining no recognizable
subject matter, as is the case with the early non-objective painters and most of the postmod ernists (133–72, 262–73).
Through out What Art Is, Torres and Kamhi do a brilliant job of driving home this point, which cannot be
stated too often: If a work has no conceptual meaning, it is not art, no matter how pleasing it may be as
decoration. The implication for painting and sculpture is that much of what has been called art in the twentieth
century should be removed from that category. If it made only that point, this book would be of inestima ble value.
“Mod ern Art”
In a hair-raising but carefully selected and excellently substantiated account, the authors survey the
continuing disintegration of painting and sculpture from the early twentieth century (133–46) through the
postmodern period (262–82). They describe the work of such influential “pioneers” as Malevich, Kandinsky,
and Mondrian as best it can be described. They discuss the spurious, subjective, and often overtly mystical
theories that wer e publish ed by w ay of ex planation of what was hap pening o n the can vases. F rom th eir
discussion of the appearance of modernist art and what has been written about it, it is clear that most of the
explanations have been more fanciful than the works they purport to explain.
There is no dou bt that the creator s of nono bjective art wou ld have found accepta nce m ore diffic ult were it
not for the art historians, curators, estheticians and critics. Almost without exception, the theorists have
attempted to manufacture something of substance to create a serious aura of meaning and value around the
work, hoping to disguise the fact that what they are talking about is, essentially, meaningless arrangements of
clay and ston e, smears of p aint on canva s, or junk from the streets. How ever absur d the notions the theorists
put forth, they have helped to silence, or at least mute, the objections of a public that does not like
nonrep resenta tional wo rk. Altho ugh To rres and Kam hi have b een able to docu ment th e degre e of the p ublic’s
actual distaste (164–68, 172–79), the art world, though small in number, is apparently adept at intellectual
intimida tion.
Significantly, the au thors note that ce rtain metaph ysical, epistemo logical, and psyc hological statem ents
appear ed with mode rnist paintin g from its inceptio n. Quo ting direc tly from the artists th emselv es or from their
apologists, they cite negative views about the reality of physical existence, claims about the invalidity of the
human mode of perception and conception, and blatant assertions about the inevitability of the mind-body
dichotomy (133–46). Subjectivism is the rule, intuition is applauded, and collectivism, anti-capitalism,
mysticis m, nihilism , and ho stility towar d mate rial existen ce dom inate the ta lk abou t mode rn art.
The mo dernist mo vemen t was institutionalized and beca me “aca demica lly correct” by th e mid-twe ntieth
century. Prestigious intellectuals who fostered it included Marxist art historian Meyer Shapiro and critic Clement
Greenberg (146–51). However much they disagreed with each other and were inconsistent in their own
views—one looking forward to the proletarian revolution and the other to the ideal of pictorial flatness—they
agreed that it took special “sensitivity” to understand the new art. Certainly the paintings of Malevich,
Kand insky, an d Mo ndrian, a mong others, ar e inhere ntly elitist be cause th eir supp osed m eaning is n ot acces sible
to the normal, intelligent viewer. With the critics on the scene, it became explicitly elitist, revealing the
psychologic al motive that m oves the m odern-art w orld. Becau se its mem bers believe the y must de monstrate
their superior understanding, artists, critics, patrons, and those who aspire to become part of the art world are
afraid to admit th at “the em peror h as no clo thes.”
Postmodernism: Plus Ça Change
Although the art of the postwar period may look different from the work of the pioneering m odernists,
nothing of fundamental significance changed.
From the middle to the end of the century, the painters produced one short-lived style after another. Some
works of the second half of the twentieth century are seemingly more readily understood because they have
recognizable subject matter, but in the re spects that count, the postmod ernists do not differ from the pioneers of the avant
garde; and, similarly, the theorists continue to manufacture torrents of delibera tely esoteric verbiage to further the illegitim ate
goals of modernism.
It could not have been easy for the authors to choose am ong the daunting array of postm odern
tendencies—from the garish drips and vacuous color fields of the Abstract Expressionists, such as Pollock,
Rothko, Newman, and de Kooning (15l–68), through the chaos of Pop Art, including the work of

Rauschenberg, Johns, Lichtenstein, and Warhol (265–70). In this group we find juxtaposed images cut from
publications (collage), and paintings of anything banal, from com ic strips to tubes of toothpaste. The mass
media images of this schoo l are often presented by m eans of mechan ical processes and in overblown sizes,
which d oes noth ing to sug gest that th ey are a rt. They fail to me et the crite ria of art, as express ed in R and’s
definition, because, for all the pretentious writing about them by critic Arthur Danto (269) and art historian Leo
Steinberg, etc., and in spite of their recognizable subject matter, Pop Art images are not created to project any
metap hysical v alue jud gmen ts.
So-called Conceptual Art (270–73) is currently holding center stage in the art world. Torres and Kamhi
introdu ce the su bject by saying: “N o other a spect of p ostmo dernism has mo re profo undly o r perva sively
undermined the practice of the visual arts in the years since the early 1960s than the notion of the so-called
conceptual art” (270–71). Because Conceptual Art is difficult to define, Torres and Kamhi consult the Oxford
Dictionary of Art (1988). The term refers to “‘various forms of art in which the idea for a work is considered
more important than the finished product, if any’”(271). As the meaning is supp osed to be thoughts and idea s,
words—our means of expressing thoughts— often play a large part. Tom Wolfe’s title The Painted W ord was
probably inspired in part by the fact that in Conceptual Art we often see painted or sculpted words or
sentences. Of course, we may also see other things—for example, the wavy lines randomly disposed in Sol
LeWitt’s gigantic recent painting, which cannot be ignored as one enters the front door of Christie’s auction
house in New York. In Conceptual Art, the forms, their arrangement, and their appearance do not matter. The
works need not even exist outside the mind of the creator. Torres and Kamhi quote LeWitt who says, among
other ques tionable things, that ev en if a work sh ows no ide a that is made visual, it is still a work of art (271 ).
The authors point out the confusions and misconceptions that exist on many levels in the theories of
Conc eptual A rt. They remind us, for ex ample , that art is sup posed to focus the view er’s attentio n on the w ork’s
concre te repre sentation s so that the abstract c ontent m ay be u ndersto od (272 ).
One of the serious questions confronting the discerning reader is whether or not the artists are entirely sane.
Does nonrepresentational art and representational anti-art look the way it does because the artists have
psychotic distu rbances of th ought and vision, or are they merely play ing a con gam e? The au thors point to
conside rable scie ntific opin ion that m uch so- called a rt is the resu lt of psych osis, particu larly schiz ophren ia
(129–30, 143–46 ). Experience tells me that while that is true of some non-o bjective painters, many more are
just plain fakers. A nd after a ce ntury of bein g lauded b y critics, art historians, and dealers, these w ould-be artists
believe they c an get away with it.
Conclusion
I have one minor reservation concerning an example used in the book: Torres and Kamhi say that Harriet
Frishmuth’s nude sculpture The Vine in the Metropolitan Museum of Art “compares favorably with any
sculpture from classical antiquity” (69). I think that if one were to place it alongside a classical work of genius,
such as The Belvedere Torso in the Va tican M useum , one cou ld not sup port their assessm ent.
A more serious disagre ement w ith the authors of this extraordina ry book is their u se of the term “abstract”
art. Although this is certainly the most common term for a type of twentieth-century non-art painting, I believe
the word sh ould be “n onreprese ntational” or “no nobjective” o r even “no n-figurative,” w hen appro priate. In
fact, all true painting and sculpture is abstract: the creators, in “re-creating reality,” must abstract aspects of the
subject(s) from experience of phy sical existence. The authors may be aware of the problem with the word
“abstrac t” (133, 30 9–10), b ut it is, I believ e, mistak en whe re no pr ocess of abstractio n has be en perf orme d.
Still, like two voices of reason singing in the wilderness, Louis Torres and Michelle Marder Kamhi have
made an invaluable contribution to the potential passing of the twentieth century’s anti-art. Perhaps this book
will reach the minds of some of those who influence artistic affairs. In any case, we owe the authors an
enormous debt of gratitude because the artist needs—and we all need—concretized visions of truly human
values.

